FRENCH SYLLABUS FOR SEMESTER I and II
Semester I
Content

Objective

Activities

Professor
introduces
himself in French
to make
understand the
students.

Students
introduce
themselves and
ask some basic
questions.

1

Introducing the course.
Importance of knowing
foreign
language
in
working field and how
French helps to make
career bright. Introducing
method of teaching, ie
French to French and no
translation method. To
introduce oneself.

2

To ask basic questions to Pronunciation
know someone’s name, practice.
nationality, profession

Group activity.
To speak about
oneself and to
know someone’s
name, surname,
age etc.

3

Salutations. How to greet Expressions of
someone and how to take greetings and to
leave.
say “bye”

Exercise

4

Numbers ( 0-50 )

Pronunciation
practice and
activity related to
numbers

5

Week days, months and Telling the week
numbers 61-100
days, months.

To be familiar
with telling the
numbers

To write the date

6

Introduction of alphabet

Pronunciation of
letters of
alphabet

Listen and
identify the
numbers. To say
one’s telephone
number.
Listen and
identify the
letters. To spell
one’s name and
some words.

7

Identify the colors. The Pronunciation
place of adjectives of
colors

Speak about your
favorite color and
colors of your
cloths

8

Countries and
nationalities

Nationality
masculine and
feminine

Work with
pronunciation of
nationality
masculine and
feminine.

9

Subject pronouns

Explanation of
subject
pronouns.

Pronunciation

Objective

Activities

Semester II
Content
1

Different profession and Profession
the verb “être” ( ‘To be’) masculine and
feminine

Pronunciation
and signification
of the verb
“être”( ‘To be’)

2

Verb “avoir” (‘To have’)

Pronunciation
and signification
of the verb
“avoir” (‘To
have’)

3

Indefinite
articles

and

Conjugations of
the verb “avoir”
and it’s usage

definite Questions in
French
‘Qu’est-ce que
c’est ?’ and ‘Qui
est-ce ?’

Vocabulary with
oral and written
exercise based on
articles

4

Expression of politeness, Pronunciation of Exercise based
how to say and ask about concerned words on the verbs
the age

5

First group verbs (verbs Conjugations of

Pronunciation for

in –er )

the verbs in –er

different subjects

6

Names of common places Vocabulary
Listen the sound
in the city
related to the city and identify the
place

7

In the market, how to buy Dialogues
something, to ask the
price and to pay

Listen and
identify the price

8

Expressions of emotions French festivals
and sensations
and culture.
Discover France

Listen and
identify the date
and months

9

Filling a form

Reading and
writing activity

Understand
messages

